
About the panic Thursday – yesterday 20/03/12

The day started just normal like the last days at 7.30 at the parking place. Our plan was to drive to 
Speyer and we did it by bus. Everyone was tired because of the last days so they slept on the way to
Speyer or had too much energy and listened to music. So we had a party and a sleeping bus. We 
arrived in Speyer and went straight to the technology museum. And after we entered it, everything 
started to change. The Norwegian teachers started to phone and said that they had to leave earlier. 
Maybe. Nobody liked this new message and everyone thought about Corona. And the panic started, 
especially by the Norwegians. Everyone finally realized how fast Corona entered our lives. But we 
had a great time together at Speyer Museum. After we had seen everything we watched the 4D film 
Apollo 11. The film was a little bit boring and it was not really a good quality. Than we went to the 
city and we walked to the dome of Speyer. It looks beautiful. There we went shopping and we had a
lot of fun and we bought many things. But it started to rain and we had to stay under an umbrella. In
the end we walked back to the bus and drove home. In the bus we listened to music and sang. It was
very much fun. All the teachers were calling and than they said that the Spanish students have to 
leave Germany earlier. We all were so sad that Norway and Spain had to leave earlier. The teachers 
planed the farewell party for the evening. We all were happy that we could have the party together. 
At home we started to prepare ourselves for the party and we made food. In the evening we met at 
school. At school we had a big buffet and we eating. We went to the drama room together and 
danced and sang many songs. It was so much fun.
To sum up it was a crazy and beautiful day.


